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Background

The spectacular adaptive radiations of East African cichlid fishes provide a unique model system to study evolutionary processes. The enormous number
of species and a great variation in ecology, behavior, morphology, coloration and reproductive biology (see e.g. Fryer and Iles, 1972) form an ideal basis
for elucidating the genetic basis of adaptation and speciation.
Previously, we examined the evolutionary history of the endothelin system in cichlids, which holds candidate genes for two evolutionary key innovations:
the pharyngeal jaw and the egg-spots on the anal fin of mouthbrooding cichlids. In sharp contrast to the four studied endothelin (Edn) genes, Hivep1, another member of the Edn1 chromosomal block, shows signs of strong positive Darwinian selection (Diepeveen and Salzburger, in prep). In the current
study we perform further analyses to unravel the function and possibly the reason of the selection pressure acting upon this locus in a phylogenetically representative set of 40 cichlid species. We do this by asking three main questions:

I: What type of selection is acting upon the Hivep paralogs?

We analyzed the partial coding sequences of the following Hivep paralogs:
Hivep1 (2001 bp), Hivep2b (639 bp) and Hivep3b (846 bp). Preliminary
analyses indicate that several sites evolved under positive Darwinian selection, not only in Hivep1, but also in the Hivep2b and -3b paralogs (Table 1).
This could maybe indicate that it is a typical case of positive selection acting
upon an immunological gene (family), as often found in genome wide approaches. Interestingly, a small-scale analysis of other teleost fish Hivep1 sequences shows no signs of positive selection (data not shown), indicating
that ‘something special’ might have occurred with Hivep1 and its paralogs in
cichlid fishes and that they are therefore positively selected.

III: Is Hivep1 differentially expressed during stress- and
immune responses?

Known functions of Hivep1, with its zinc finger domains (Fig. 2), mainly involve stress- and immune responses. Based on this knowledge, we will perform detailed expression pattern (i.e. real-time PCR) analyses in various
types of tissues (e.g. liver, spleen and brain) under several conditions (e.g.
high stress, lowered physical fitness due to in vivo experimental infection). To
confirm the involvement of specific stress- and immunological pathways,
other members of these pathways will be screened as well.
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Table 1. Selection pressure analyses of the Hivep paralogs.
Positive selected sites were observed in all three analyzed Hivep paralogs. Depicted are the length of the analyzed region in amino acids (aa), the number (#) of species, the analyzed region relative to the ZAS-N and
ZAS-C domains (i.e. each ZAS domain consist of a tandem zinc finger pair; see also Fig. 2), the number of
positive selected sites (p≤0.05; aa) and the methods used. Note that we aim for a final dataset containing sequence data up to 700 aa for 40 cichlid species for each of the five Hivep paralogs (i.e. Hivep1, Hivep2a,
Hivep2b, Hivep3a and Hivep3b).

II: Are there any cis-regulatory regions adjacent?

Analyses of putative cis-regulatory regions might indicate involvement in e.g.
developmental pathways. Indeed, within the Hivep1 gene two adjacent regions of conserved non-coding elements (CNE’s) were observed (Fig. 1).
These contain binding sites for transcription factors of the Pax, BMP and sex
determination pathways, linking Hivep1 to essential early developmental processes, such as patterning of the embryo, skeletal development and testis
differentiation. Furthermore, these findings offer an insight on the genetics of
several remarkable, but genetically poorly understood, characteristics in
cichlids, such as the pharyngeal jaw, the egg-spots on the anal fin and sex
determination and the role of the Hivep paralogs therein.
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Figure 2. Overview of the ZAS-N domain of the Hivep paralogs in teleost fishes.
Alignment of the amino acid (aa) sequences of the tandem zinc finger pair of the ZAS-N domain for each of the
five known Hivep paralogs. Individual zinc finger domains (23-25 aa) are marked by a blue bar. Per paralog
two teleost fish Hivep orthologs are depicted. Variable sites, that can be used to distinguish between the Hivep
paralogs in teleost fishes, are marked by a black asterisk. Gaps or unknown sequences are marked by a dash.
zb= Zebrafish (D. rerio), c= Cichlid (i.e. A. burtoni or O. niloticus), f= Fugu (T. rubripes).

Conclusions & Outlook:
I: Positive selected sites were found in Hivep1, Hivep2b and Hivep3b, indicating that positive Darwinian selection has acted on multiple Hivep
family members.
Further analyses will reveal if similar patterns are found throughout the entire
gene and other paralogs. Furthermore, we will determine if the Hivep paralogs evolved under non-neutral selection in specific cichlid lineages.
II: Two cis-regulatory regions were observed in Hivep1, linking Hivep1
to essential early developmental processes.
Future analyses will determine whether similar conserved non-coding elements are found in the Hivep2a/b and Hivep3a/b paralogs.
III: If Hivep1 and other paralogs are indeed involved during stress- and
immune responses, then we expect to observe changes in the expression levels of these loci in fish exposed to stress, injury and/or illness.

Figure 1. Overview of the conserved non-coding elements in the Hivep1/Edn1 region.
The Vista plot with O.latipes as base genome and compared with A. burtoni (top plot), D. rerio (second plot),
T. rubripes (third plot) and T. nigroviridis (bottom plot). Purple shaded areas depict exons, while pink shaded
areas depict conserved non-coding elements. The figure shows that within teleost fishes, and thus also in
cichlid fishes (top plot), conserved non-coding elements were found in two adjacent regions within the Hivep1
locus (blue arrows).
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